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STOCK MARKET INDEX
Closing Price: 27 Nov 2018

-1.13 -0.04% | NIKKEI 21,952.40

-17.02 -1.00% | SHANGHAI 2,574.68

FTSE 7,016.85

GLOBAL NEWS

Jadikan papan loncatan
Olimpik 2020 atan
tembusi pasaran halal
Jepun
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40% SME loan growth
MIER: Malaysian economy
to grow between
4.7-4.8% in Q4
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Malaysia exploring new
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+108.49 +0.44%

Self-Help

DJIA 24,748.73

Technology

FBMKLCI 1,684.97

Conference

The contribution of
banks in the growth &
development of
entrepreneurship
Gene-edited babies and
cloned monkeys:
China tests bioethics

5 ways to stop skipping
the hard questions of
entrepreneurship

A start-up creating
smart trailers for pedal
bikes is hoping to change
the way goods are
delivered
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